Political economy and the outlook for capitalism

Joint conference AHE, IIPPE, FAPE
July 5 - 7, 2012

Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
Centre Pierre Mendès France
90, rue de Tolbiac 75013 Paris
Practical information

Free Wifi is available in the whole building
login: political
password: polecon2012
(through: Paris1 or Eduspot or Eduroam)

Coffee is served here:
- Theatre L
- room B1205
- room C1309

Plenaries:
Theatres N and J (ground level).

Panels/Sessions:
12th and 13th floors, use yellow lifts.

Associations internal meetings
5th July 18:30 | 21:00
AFEP Amphi K AHE Amphi J IIPPE Amphi N

Some panels have made their own arrangements for chairs of their sessions; otherwise the default position for each Panel is as follows:
  a) the last-named speaker on the Programme chairs the panel session
  b) when it is the last-named speaker’s turn to present, the first-named speaker on the Programme takes over as Chair
  c) each paper has 30 minutes in total for presentation and discussion
  d) each panel can take its own decision about whether it is more appropriate to have all papers presented followed by discussion on all papers, or whether to have a short period of discussion after each paper presentation
  e) Chairs should do their best to prevent speakers from running over time.

For AFEP (FAPE) members and others:
  • three roundtables will take place in theatre “K” on the afternoon of the 5th (Thursday) on the relationship between economists and economic power, on academic career rules, and on assessment. These roundtables will be in French, and all conference participants are welcome.

More information on the FAPE website: http://www.assoeconomiepolitique.org/spip.php?article413
Friday, July 6th
7:00pm-1:00 am

**Conference Dinner**
Les Pavillons de Bercy / Musée des Arts Forains
53, Avenue des Terroirs de France
75012 Paris
Métro Cour Saint-Emilion (M14)

Please take your conference badge for admission.
More information here:

The conference dinner will take place at the **Musée des Arts Forains** (Fairground Arts Museum) with vintage carousels and old games from the 19th and early 20th Centuries.

You will be able to enjoy a variety of buffets with delicious French traditional cuisine and fine wines. All participants are very welcome (we remind you that the conference dinner is included in the conference fees).
Les Tables Rondes AFEP

5 Juillet 2012 - 13h30-18h30

Amphi K

En marge du Congrès "Political Economy and the Outlook for Capitalism", coorganisé par l'AFEP, l'AHE et l'IIPPE, l'AFEP organise des tables rondes sur les thématiques AFEP.

Programme (provisoire au 28 juin 2012)

13h30-15H : Le rapport des économistes au pouvoir économique : quelles règles déontologiques ?

Laurent Mauduit, Frédéric Lebaron, Frédéric Lordon, André Orléan

Animée par Christian Chavagneux


Sandrine Michel (économiste), Agnès Michelot (juriste), Jérôme Valluy (sciences politiques), Roland Perez (gestion)

Animée par David Flacher

17h00 - 18h30 : Les enjeux de l’évaluation

Alain Ayong Le Kama (Président du CNU), Philippe Askenazy (président Section 37), Pierre Glaude (directeur section des unités, Aeres), Hubert Kempf (président de l’AFSE), Thomas Lamarche (AFEP)

Animée par Nicolas Postel

Les tables rondes seront suivies, à 19h, d’une Assemblée Générale de l’AFEP
## Schedule

### 5th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>Registration, Coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>Welcome / Open Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:20</td>
<td>Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00</td>
<td>Registration, Coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:15</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30</td>
<td>Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00</td>
<td>Conference Dinner at the <em>Musée des Arts Forains</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7th July

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:15</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>Parallel sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30</td>
<td>Plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:30</td>
<td>Conference assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THURSDAY 5 JULY | 09:20-11:15

Plenary 1A: The Future of Heterodox Economics and Political Economy

Chair: Simon Mohun
Ben Fine, SOAS, Univ. of London, "Towards a Material Culture of Economics and Political Economy"
Tony Lawson, Univ. of Cambridge, "The Future of Heterodox Economics and Political Economy"
Florence Jany-Catrice, Univ. Lille 1, "The Political Economy of Wealth: New Wealth Indicators and Related Theoretical Challenges"

Room: Theatre N

Plenary 1B: Political Economy and Heterodox Economics outside Western Europe and North America

Chair: Lynne Chester
Alexander Buzgalin and Andrey I. Kolganov, Lomonosov Moscow State Univ., "Terra Incognita: the Unknown Theoretical Contributions of Soviet and Post-Soviet Political Economy"
Xiaqin Ding, Shanghai Univ., China, Enfu Cheng, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), "The Academic Directions of the Modernization of Marxist Political Economy and the Academic Principles of Promoting the Modernization of Chinese Economics"
Kako Nubukpo, Univ. of Lome, TOGO, African Association for Promoting Political Economy, "Fifty Years of Monetary Union in West Africa: Lessons of yesterday, reflections for tomorrow"
Vanessa Petrelli Correa, Title TBA

Room: Theatre N

FRIDAY 6 JULY | 16:30-18:30

Plenary 2A: Economic Crisis and the Outlook for Capitalism

Chair: Cedric Durand
Gérard Duménil and Dominique Lévy, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, "The Share of Wages and the Profit Rate in the Explanation of the Current Crisis"
Thomas Piketty, Paris School of Economics, "Inequality. Capitalism and Crisis in the Long Run"
Molly Scott Cato, University of Roehampton, UK, "A Green Paradox of Thrift"

Room: Theatre N

Plenary 2B: Economics Education and Pluralism

Chair: Stéphanie Laguérodie
Edward Fullbrook, Univ. of the West of England, "Two Kinds of Pluralism in Economics: Factional and Unity"
Jack Reardon, Hamline Univ., USA, "Radical Reformation of Economics Education: Pluralist and Heterodox Perspectives"
Fred Lee, Xuan Pham, Gyun Gu, Univ. of Missouri-Kansas City, "The UK Research Assessment Exercise and the Narrowing of UK Economics"

Room: Theatre J

SATURDAY 7 JULY | 15:30-17:30

Plenary 3A: Political Economy and Economic Crisis

Chair: Bruce Philp
Marc Lavole, Ottawa Univ., Canada, "After the Crisis: Are we all Keynesians?"
Jayati Ghosh, Jawaharlal Nehru Univ., New Delhi, "Developing Countries and the Global Crisis"

Room: Theatre N

Plenary 3B: Economics and Other Social Sciences

Chair: Dimitris Milonakis
André Orléan, CNRS, "An Economic Fact is a Social Fact Like any Other"
Bob Jessop, Lancaster Univ., "Making the Cultural Turn in the Critique of Political Economy"
Frédéric Lebaron, Univ. Picardie Jules Verne, "Economic sociology and political economy: towards more integrated research practices and conceptions?"

Room: Theatre J
5th July – 11:30 - 13:00

**Room B1201**

**Greening Capitalism?**

Jordi Baum, *Paths To Sustainability: Under the Context Of Climate Change Deadlines*

Florian Hartmann, *Environmental Rehabilitation And Flexicurity Growth - From Dissent-Driven To Consent-Driven Capitalism*

Steven Krauss, *The Subsistence Perspective: A Manxian Counter-critique*

**Inequality, Unemployment and Gender**

Stefan Austen, *Offshoot Economic Perspectives on the Gender Wage Gap: Ideology or Method?*

Tania Taftarin, *The Reproduction of Gender Inequality in Italy in Neoliberal Times*

Berna Salek Zülfikar and Haun Yakyie, *Femaleization of Poverty: Evaluation of The Women’s Experience and Governmental Policies In Cankiri*

**Room B1202**

**PARALLEL SESSIONS**

**Theatre J**

**History of Economic Thought 1: Contrasting Marx With Other Thinkers**

Pascal Dauvergne and Fabien Tami, *Marx, Schumpeter and the classes sociales*

Rómulo Lima, *Economie, politique et l’origine de l’État: l’ontologie manuscrite en débat avec Pierre Clastres*

Remy Herrera and Nakatani, *A Keynesian face to the crisis*

**Knowledge, Contemporary Capitalism and Value Theory 1**

Marc Bozzo, *Reflections on Common-Based Peer Production, Prosumption, and the Socialisation of the Labour Process*

Harry Katsilopoulou, *Why did England Invent the Steam Engine? The Role of Science, Economic Incentives, Institutions, and Technical Skills*

Cynis Bino and Chuck Davis, *Technological Change and Skill Formation in Capitalism*

**The Crisis in the Eurozone**


Domenico Tropeano, *Dilemma Theory and Reality: In the 2010s Nera Eichacker, *Financial Underpinnings of the European Crisis*

**Growth regimes, external vulnerability and macroeconomic policies in Latin America**

Vanessa Petrelli Corrêa, *The instability of the financial flows for the peripheral countries – the continuity of the financial dependence*

Amine Marouane, *What social political compromises could put an end to finance-led growth regimes: Revisiting US trajectory since 1971*

Robert Biel, *What did we learn from the New Deal that is relevant in Capital-Labor struggles today?*

Robert Nelson, *Ethical Dilemmas Facing Economic Professionals’ Inside Government*

**Post-Keynesian Perspectives on Capital and Labour**

Gregory Sorell, *A Sudden Collapse in the Marginal Efficiency of Capital*

Jean-Luc Bally, *Do the profit models of the Montérealese set one of the crises of capital*

Max Mais, *A new life line and dynamique économique dans la théorie du circuit*

**Crisis system or Crisis of the System? The Surprising Resiliency of Deregulated Finance 2 [AFEP: R&R4]**

Marie-Sophie Gauvin, *What social political compromises could put an end to finance-led growth regimes: Revisiting US trajectory since 1971*

Marc-Olivier Laporte, *La construction du marché et l’influence des valeurs sociales: le cas de l’industrie solaire en Suisse occidentale*

Remy Herrera and Nakatani, *A Keynesian face to the crisis*

**Stock-Flow Consistent Modelling 1: Perspectives on Financialisation and the Financial Crisis**

Fernando Damián and Marina Flores, *The Role of Financialisation in the Current Crisis: A Marxist Approach*

Rimma Soldatova, *The Revenge of the USSS upon World Capitalism*

**Professional Economic Ethics in Academia, and the Public and Private Sectors**

Randall Holcombe, *Make Economics Policy-Relevant: Depose the Omniscient Benevolent Dictator*

Maximilian Schröter, *Ethical Dilemmas Facing Economic Professionals’ Inside Government*

**Theories of Financialisation 1 [IIPPE Financialisation WG]**

Max Maurin, *Why did England Invent the Steam Engine? The Role of Science, Economic Incentives, Institutions, and Technical Skills*

Rimma Soldatova, *The Elusive Dream of Multipolar Economics*

**Marxism, Schumpeter et les classes sociales**

Andreas Exenberger, *Inequality Trends, Financial Crisis and Wealth Taxation*

Sophia Manzano, *Inequality: Marxist criticism on the liberalism approach*

Cen Ovya, *Agrarian structures, urbanization and inequality*

**Understanding Modern Monetary Theory and its relevance in addressing the Global Financial Crisis**

Timothy Shaple, *Beyond a “Tipping Point”? A Modern Money Perspective on Public Debt Threshold Limits*

Martin Watts, *Debt Management in the UK and Australia: Breaking the nexus between Fiscal and Monetary Policy?*

**Neoliberalism and inequality**

Andreas Exenberger, *Inequality Trends, Financial Crisis and Wealth Taxation*

Sophia Manzano, *Inequality: Marxist criticism on the liberalism approach*

Cen Ovya, *Agrarian structures, urbanization and inequality*

**Sectoral and Territorial Regulations and Sustainable Development 1 [AFEP - R&R 3-2]**


Amaud Bucu, *Périodiser les phases de régime et de crise des usages de l’eau. L’apport d’une approche en termes de modèles d’usage de l’eau*

Christian Liv, *La construction du marché et l’influence des valeurs sociales: le cas de l’industrie solaire en Suisse occidentale*
ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS

Room B1201
Towards a Green Economy
Lynne Chester and Joy Potton, Greening Economic Theory: Heterodox Possibilities

Room B1202
Growth and Investment in China
André Fischer, Keynes on Beijing: the savings-investment relation in China in light of global imbalances

Room B1203
Heterodox Perspectives on the Methodology of Economics
Stuart Binks, Economic theory: consistencty and rhetoric?

Room B1204
Room B1301
Room C1202
Room B1205
Room B1206

Room B1207
Dependency Theory
Tiago Camarinha Lopes, Marx and Marx in absolute and relative surplus value

Room B1208
Jurassic Park of Russian Capitalism 2
Jaime Marques Pereira, Pedro Paulo Zaluth Bastos, The Political Economy of South America integration after the World Crisis

Room B1209
The Economic Crisis of Capitalism 2
Michail Voevov, “Market Ecologicy” without Market: Russian Phenomenon

Room B1210
The crisis of Northern growth and the dynamics of global development
Christina Arntteni, Pekka Haavio, Workforce Super-exploitation and Concentration of Wealth: key issues for policy development in Latin American peripheral capitalism

Room B1211
The Political Economy of Global Capitalism
Judith Delheim, Oli Gedeon, The Inadequacy of Orthodox Labour Economics

Room B1212
Mainstream Economics and the Greek Crisis: Unfit for Purpose
Annika Monari, Okishio and his Theorem

Room C1203
Stuart Binks, Warrant Economics, Call-Put Policy Options and the Fallacies of Economic Theory

Room C1204
Dimitris Melinas, Unit for Purpose 1: Ben Fine, Unit for What Purpose? And How, When and Why?

Room C1205
Heterodox Perspectives on Labour Markets
Pradeep Surve, Does Labour Market Intervention Lead to Unemployment? What does the Data Show

Room C1206
Marxist Political Economy 1 (WAPE)
Bin Yu, Fundamental Elements of the China Model

Room C1207
Economics: Unit for Purpose 1
Ben Fine, Unit for What Purpose? And How, When and Why?

Room C1208
Theories of Financialisation 2 (IPPE Financialisation WC)
Andrea Lagna, Historical financialization in the global political economy: the case of Italian derivatives markets

Room C1209
Theatre J

Room C1210
Economists On The ‘07-09 Financial Crisis: Genuine Reflection; or Constructing Narratives to Re-Affirm the Profession’s Authority?
Catherine Walsh, Good for You and Good for Britain: The Discursive Role of the UK State in Financialization

Room C1211
Social Capital Trust and Public Spirit 1
Luca Apidani, Tax Morale and Pro-Social Behaviour: Evidence from a Palestinian Survey

Room C1212
Social Capital Trust and Public Spirit 2
Luca Apidani, Institutions of Resilience on labour market: is there a cultural fatality?

Room C1213
Marina Kuzovkova, Institutions of Resilience on labour market: is there a cultural fatality?

Room C1214
Eleonora Loh, Toward a theory of social capital identification: its dimensions and role within economics

5th July – 14:00 - 16:00

ROOM C1203
Stuart Binks, What Economics Needs to learn from Anthropology
Jean-Louis Correia, Propriétés autoélastiques et sciences sociales: croyances, comportements et réalités

Room C1204
Heterodox Perspectives on the Methodology of Economics
Stuart Binks, Economic theory: consistency and rhetoric?

Room C1205
Heterodox Perspectives on Labour Markets
Pradeep Surve, Does Labour Market Intervention Lead to Unemployment? What does the Data Show

Room C1206
Marxist Political Economy 1 (WAPE)
Bin Yu, Fundamental Elements of the China Model

Room C1207
Economics: Unit for Purpose 1
Ben Fine, Unit for What Purpose? And How, When and Why?

Room C1208
Theories of Financialisation 2 (IPPE Financialisation WC)
Andrea Lagna, Historical financialization in the global political economy: the case of Italian derivatives markets

Room C1209
Theatre J

Room C1210
Economists On The ‘07-09 Financial Crisis: Genuine Reflection; or Constructing Narratives to Re-Affirm the Profession’s Authority?
Catherine Walsh, Good for You and Good for Britain: The Discursive Role of the UK State in Financialization

Room C1211
Social Capital Trust and Public Spirit 1
Luca Apidani, Tax Morale and Pro-Social Behaviour: Evidence from a Palestinian Survey

Room C1212
Social Capital Trust and Public Spirit 2
Luca Apidani, Institutions of Resilience on labour market: is there a cultural fatality?

Room C1213
Marina Kuzovkova, Institutions of Resilience on labour market: is there a cultural fatality?

Room C1214
Eleonora Loh, Toward a theory of social capital identification: its dimensions and role within economics
5th July – 16:15 - 18:15

ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS

Room B1201

Topics in Institutional Economics
Christos Karagiannis, Exploring the Interface between Entrepreneurship and Institutional Change: The Contribution of Old Institutional Economics
Ivo Ekeljka, Institutions Of Checks And Balances: Taking The Debate into Distribution Realm
Olivier Leclerc, Value et marche dans l'histoire de Thorenstein Veblen: Contribution a une refection de l'economie
Jean-Pierre Chanteau, Théorie de la régulation: quelles approches et méthodes d'analyse?

Financialisation in Middle Income Countries [IIPPE Financialisation WG]
Jeff Powell, From Imperialism to Subordinate Financialisation
Juan Pablo Palacio, New Forms of External Vulnerability: International and Domestic
Elif Karacimen, Financialisation of Developing Countries through Debt and the Credit System
Hwan-Joo Seo, Han Sung Kim and Joonil Kim, Does Shareholder Value Orientation or Financial Market Liberalization Slow down Korea's Real Investment?

History of Economic Thought 3 [WAPE/AESA]
Toni Plog, Communimics: early notes towards a research programme
André Mommens, Eugen Varga (1879-1964), his contribution to the theory of the business cycle and the theory of state-monopoly capitalism
Serap Kayatekin and Antonio Callai, Hume, Kant, and Smith: The Economy of the PINsophy of Economics
Nobumichi Sekiguchi, On Nikolai Bukharin's Interpretation of Marx's Scheme of Expanded Reproduction in Chapter 21 of Capital Vol. 2

Perspectives on the Rate of Profit
Brian Chen, It's the falling rate of profit, stupid
Ozgur Sarimhtem Durnan, Level of Profitability and Degree of Financialisation in IWGS: The Current Global Economic Crisis and the Implementation of Further Labour Market Reforms
Ramaa Vasudevan and Deepankar Basu, Technology, Distribution and the Rate of Profit in the US Economy
Michael Roberts, A world rate of profit?

Pierre Bourdieu and his contribution to economics 1
Fahad Amin, Contributions to social capital: an empirical objectification of its operating mechanisms
Michael Greifert, Capital Conversion in Post-modern Economies
Doris Hanappa, Bourdieu's approach to economic action: embeddedness and field theory
Lisa Adkins, Bourdieu's Unemployment: Time, Labour and Alternative Futures

Whither Neoliberalism in Latin America?
Maria Almendros, The limits of Argentina's anti-neoliberalism
Maurice Arouet, Lorenzo Fierro, Evolving property structures of hydrocarbons and minerals: The nationalization process of Bolivia and Ecuador
Graciela Barano, Neo-liberalism: reiteration and deepening of dependent and peripheral insertion of Latin America in Capitalism
Tania Alfon, La crise capitaliste dans les pays néocolonialistes: le cas de la Bolivie

Perspectives on Transition Economies, Institutions and institutionalism
Hajime Sato, Transformation and the crisis of world capitalism: Long-run trends and prospects
Carol Turner, Marxist Political Economy 2 [WAPE/AESA]
Nuo Teles, Serdar Sengul, Carlos Moreira and Agamenon Almeida, Financialisation in Developing Countries [IIPPE Financialisation WG]
Susan Johnson and Radha Upadhyaya, Financialisation in Middle Income Countries  [IIPPE Financialisation WG]
Rohit Azad and Anupam Das, Financialisation of the corporate sector in South Africa

Room B1207

Financialisation of Developed Countries [IIPPE Financialisation WG]
Claire Siquieros de la Rocha, Leveraged Consumption and its Consequences for Capitalist Instability
Alexis Thanfot, The Labor illusion & the Structural Power of Central Banks
Maria Delafonti, Setting the scene of the neoliberal process of Financialisation

Economics: Unfit for Purpose 2
Richard Westra, Capitalism and Neoclassical Economics through the Historical Looking Glass
Hayri Sato, Economics imperialism towards law and development
Rehlat Azad and Asruwan Das, Fallacies of a Self-adjusting Unique NAIRU
Irene Berhennet, Unfit for purpose: Is Pareto's criterion really efficient?

Financialisation in the Developing World
Susan Johnson and Radha Upadhyaya, Financialization at the margins: trajectories of financial inclusion in Kenya
Carlos Moreira and Agamenor Almeida, Emergent Economies and Conventional Responses to manage the Economic Crisis: the Brazilian Case
Sedar Sengal, Financialisation and Turkey
Nuno Teles, Financialisation of the corporate sector in South Africa

Room B1206

Labour, Training and Careers
Sabina Isidraine, François Legendre and Bernard Gomel, L'accompagnement et l'insertion des jeunes en difficulté: Que peut-on apprendre des données de gestion
Vincent Lignon, Formation continue et situation familiale: une analyse centrée sur les événements démographiques
Michaël Portela, Trajectories professionnelles de début de carrière: de l'insertion à l'emploi de qualité
Camille Signoret and Julie Valentin, Pratiques des employeurs en matière de licenciements: une analyse sur données d'entreprises

Theorising Capital Accumulation
Laurent Barjonan, Francois Cazes, The theory of long term accumulation and the challenge it faces today
Sylvain Billot, Critique des théories marxistes de la sous-consommation
Simon Mouatt, The Golden Age of Steam

Social Capital Trust and Public Spirit 2
Asliana Lopes, Not only money: alternative finance practices between economic and relational capital
Zohar Lecfman and Uriel Leviatan, Economic Inequality, Social Capital, and Health in Cooperative Communities
Paolo Ricci, Considerations about Social capital and regional development in Europe
Justina Fischer, Globalization and Political Trust
6th July – 9:00 - 11:00

**ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS**

**Room B1201**

**Whither Sustainable Food Consumption?**
Nana Kattistatter, Developing viability conditions – Transition to climate adapted land use as an example
Bjorn Hjelvik, Varieties of Capitalism - Varieties of food-financialisation?
Aurélie Trouvé, Marthe Berriot-Sillière and François Lastate, Les « biens publics » comme instrument de dérégulation des marchés? L’exemple de la Politique Agricole Commune

**Institutions, Innovation, Knowledge and the Commons**
Benjamin Citak, From Natural Resource-based Commons to Knowledge Commons: Issues and Perspectives
Valérie Revert and Isabelle Liotard, Innovation and the revival of the commons
Fabienne Ortí, Pensar la propiedad común autóctona: exajero teórico y práctica
Gaye Yılmaz, Innovation for Well Being of Society? Or For Patenting Intellectual Labour and Nature?

**History of Economic Thought 4: People and Institutions and Institutiona**
Thibaut Le Tover, Le marché, institution cardinale de la raison économique? Ou pourquoi les économistes n'ont jamais pu véritablement théoriser l'entreprise
Alain Hecqscy, L'économie de l'information Stiglic: de l'étude des imperfections et des asymétries de l'information en Economie
Eloïse Botrand, Neither Instrumentalist nor Refutationist: Coase's Choice of Methodology
Alice Sinistervo and Fabrice Tricou, Heisarchy, Market and Power in Capitalism: Conceptual Remarks

**Topics In Value Theory**
Denis Badieu, Israël Mugo and Bruce Philp, What's the point of Manisan economics? Disciplinary boundaries, schools of thought and the radical critique of capitalism
Andrew Trigg, Passinari, Marx and the Possibility of Crisis
Ilana Abalko and Anindita Bhattacharya, Localized Power Equilibrium and Exploitation in Rural India
Alberto Benitez, Some Manisan and Smithian ideas on Labor and Prices

**Pierre Bourdieu and his contribution to economics 2**
Asmir Dumitrius, Obfuscation Effects on Romanian's Consumption in the Last 20 Years
Michael Laird, Animal Spirits and Habits: Towards a Convergence Between Keynes & Bourdieu?
Gabriella Pazzigati, State and Economics: Bourdieu's criticism of neoliberal discourse

**Ethical Perspectives**
Henry Kelly, Ethical Recognition and Critical Realism
Matthias Meyer-Schwarzender, Trust in Self: Good, Self-control is Better: Towards a Psychologically Grounded Theory of Social Capital
Michael Haynes, Crime, Corruption and Criminality in the Political Economy of Advanced Capitalism
Sebastian Thieme, Economics and Prejudices

**The Austrian Perspective in Heterodoxy I**
Marian Sfátrás, The Austrian Parable
Matthieu Bedard, Informational Contagion and the Production of Informational Remedies
Antoine Gezer, Spanish Banks and the Housing Crisis: Worse than the Subprime Crisis?
Laurent Carris, The Political Economy of Lighthouse

**Crisis of health policy, crisis of market-based reforms [AFEP - R&R 6]**
Mathieu Montalban, Philippe Gorry and A. Smith, Construction politique des marchés et politiques des prix. Le cas de l'industrie pharmaceutique
Nicolas Da Silva, Orthodoxy of physician behavior: altruism without ethic?
Florence Gaffois, Un survey théorique de la notion de quasi marché pour les services à la personne
Subhajit Nandy and Frédéric Pierné, Recall sur l'autonomie idéale dans l'économie (régulation) de la santé / réalisme de la politique de la santé. Le cas de l'impossible régulation de la médecine de ville

**Pluralism in Economics and Education**
Kavous Aftabani, Multi-Paradigmatic Teaching in the World of Heterodox Economics: The Case of Bretton Woods Institutions
Jakob Kapeller, Leonhard Dobusch, Heterodox United vs. Mainstream City? Sketching a Pluralist Paradigm for Economics
Tim Koechlin, Bad Math: How the fetish of mathematical "precision" facilitates theory, policy and pedagogy that is precisely wrong
Robert Delaitre, La citadelle orthodoxe et l'economie pluraliste. Affronter l'empire du scientisme

**Accumulation, Regulation and Knowledge 1 [AFEP: R&R 3]**
Caro Vercoutre and Jean-Marie Morellet, Welfare et capitalisme cognitif - une analyse critique
Pablo Miguez and Sebastián Sztulwark, Knowledge Valorization in New Capitalism
Andrea Fumagalli and Cristina Morini, The Precarity trap: the labor market in cognitive capitalism
Stefano Lucarelli, A Stock-Flow Analysis of a Schumpeterian Innovation Economy: The Role of Knowledge(s) in the Economic Development

**The Limits of Mainstream Economics**
Délian Arveyran, Double Chronology of Institutions: Rule-Shaping as an Economic Activity: not at the right place ?
William Union, The fall of economics: the case of the independent labour
Cyril Hédoin, Collective Intentionality in Economics: Making Sense Relevant for Game Theory

**The French economics of conventions: a critical view of the capitalist conventions I [AFEP]**
Hélène Clément-Pilot, Dominique K. Kossoudou, Pragmatic economic success versus ultra-liberalism failure: under the veil of the Russian transition
Christian Bessey, Changes in lawyer profession and individualistic concept of Law
Américo Le Marand, De l'armée de réserve aux conventions dans une économie globale et multiculturelle
Marie Rayevsky, Les stratégies de délocalisation des entreprises - Éléments pour une approche pluraliste

**The French economics of conventions: a critical view of the capitalist conventions II [AFEP]**
Claire Dauvois, Le marché, institution cardinale de la raison économique? Ou pourquoi les économistes n'ont jamais pu véritablement théoriser l'entreprise
Laurence Lizé and Mireille Bruyère, Corinne Perraudin, Nadine Thèvenot, Bruno Tinel and Julie Valentin, Le marché, institution cardinale de la raison économique? Ou pourquoi les économistes n'ont jamais pu véritablement théoriser l'entreprise

**Quantitative Marxism [WAPE]**
Paul Drac, Luca Fiorentin and Giorgio d'Agostino, Military Spending and the Falling Rate of Profit
Simon Jones, Depreciation, Devaluation and the Rate of Profit
Peter Flaschel (Nils Fröhlich) and Roberto Veneziani, The sources of profitability

**Structure of the Labour Market**
João Paulo de Souza, Testing two hypotheses about the relation between real wages and labor productivity
Comme Perraudin, Nadine Thévenot, Bruno Tellier and Vale Barlet, Is the crisis weakening subcontractors?
Laurence Lizé and Mireille Bruyère, Varieties of labour market segmentation and the 'Great Recession'

**Neoliberal capitalism and the state**
Robert Hindle and Geeta Nair, The Role of Government
Anne Burger, Neo-liberalism and its effects on electricity policy in British Columbia, Canada

**Commodity Derivatives: Understanding the Changing Relations Between Finance and Production**
Robert Hindle and Geeta Nair, The Role of Government
Anne Burger, Neo-liberalism and its effects on electricity policy in British Columbia, Canada

**Information Contagion and the Production of Informational Remedies**
Subhajit Nandy and Frédéric Pierné, Recall sur l'autonomie idéale dans l'économie (régulation) de la santé / réalisme de la politique de la santé. Le cas de l'impossible régulation de la médecine de ville
6th July – 11:15 - 13:15

**ROOM**

**PARALLEL SESSIONS**

**Room B1201**

**Ecological Macroeconomics - Theory and Policy**
- Jerry David, Political Economy of Innovation and Sustainable Development: A Kaleckian-Schumpeterian Synthesis in the Context of Cycles and Crises

**Post-Keynesian Perspectives on Finance**
- Les réformes économiques proposées par Maurice Allais
- Christian Gomez, La réforme monétaire de Maurice Allais

**Room B1204**

**Knowledge, Contemporary Capitalism and Value Theory 2**
- Ozgur Nafin, Innovation and Labour Theory of Value: Retracing the steps of Marx’s Research on Value Theory
- Edmund O’Sullivan, Intangible good production and Marx’s rental theory

**Room B1208**

**Empirical Research Methods**
- Abdellatif Mekhi, Texte de l’hypothèse de négativité raciste: Cas du Maroc
- Freda Karagi, Foreign Aid In Quest: an Analysis of the Reasons behind Turkey’s Official Development Assistance Allocation

**Room C1202**

**Turkey in the age of neoliberalism**

**Room C1203**

**The Austrian Perspective in Heterodoxy II**
- Pierre Garlotti, Austrian Law and Economics: What’s the difference?
- Nathalie Janson, A Radical Proposal for Reforming the Banking System

**Room C1206**

**Imagined European Recoveries? Interpretations and futures of the crisis**
- Balazs Kotosz, Le modèle SFC à trois pays et deux banques centrales à la lumière de la crise de la zone euro

**Theatre J**

**Stock-Flow Consistent Modeling 2: International Perspectives**
- Vincent Druet, Intellectual property rights and Marx’s rent theory

**Room C1304**

**Ontology and the Transformation of Economics 1**
- Jon Mulberg, The Poverty of Environmental Economics

**The French economics of conventions: a critical view of the capitalist conventions II [AFEP]**
- Vincent Druet, Intellectual property rights and Marx’s rent theory

**Room C1307**

**Eurozone Crisis [IIPPE Financialisation WG]**
- Jeroen Elstman, The Euro as quasi-world money

**Topics in Macroeconomics**
- Henrik Plaschke, The European Crisis and the International Role of the Euro

**Monetary Theory and Policy 1**
- Ulla Sørensen, The relative autonomy of monetary policy – A critical inquiry of contemporary mainstream economics and the myth of depoliticization

**Room B1308**

**The Demise of Capitalism?**
- Maria Ivanova, Crisis and Recovery in the Society of Exchange: An Unusual Take on the Surprising Resilience of Capitalism

**Room C1309**

**Political Economy of Innovation and Sustainable Development: A Kaleckian-Schumpeterian Synthesis in the Context of Cycles and Crises**
- Andrés Guimarães Augusto, Imagined European Recoveries? Interpretations and futures of the crisis
**6th July – 14:15 - 16:15**

**ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS**

**Room B1201**

**Energy and Sustainability**

Sérgio Vieira, The Non-Renewable Nature of the Renewable Energy Sources
Lucy Baker, Power shifts in South Africa’s minerals-energy complex: from coal crunch to wind rush?
Nathalie Berta, La volatilité du marché de carbone européen
Don Geldof, Class and Capability in Regional Adaptation to Climate Change

**Gender and Households within Social Reproduction**

Cécile Beateir, Escobar Melendrez, Unpaid Reproductive Labour. A Marxist Analysis
Susan Himmler and Jerome de Henau, The impact of policies focused on choosing care on those who live in households
Mistav Zito, Rethinking households: the impact of financialization on the reproduction of labor power
Melita Yaman Ozçuk, What is Gender Blind in Political Economy? Female Labour in the Social Reproduction

**Room B1204**

**Value and Capital-Labour Relations [IIPPE: U&RWG]**

Jamie Gough, What are the connections between urban and global crisis? ‘the centrality of overaccumulation of capital
Philip Bedfair and Geoff Yilmaz, Crises and the Restructuring of State-Capital-Labour Relations: Reflections on Three Cities in Turkey during the 2000s
David Etherington, Negotiating ‘welfare to work’ : a comparative study of people on disability and long term sickness benefits in the UK, Denmark and the Netherlands
Marisol Velázquez Salazar and Dulce Elizabeth González Martínez, Marx’s theory of ground rent and the agricultural crisis in Mexico, 1990-2010

**Room B1208**

**Heterodox Microeconomics Panel 1: Investment, Corporate Governance, and Ownership**

Tae-Hee Jo, Financing investment under Fundamental Uncertainty and Instability: A Heterodox Microeconomic Approach
Ruslan Dzarasov, Corporate Governance and Investment Behaviour in the Age of Financialisation
Tiago Caiado-Pico, The End of Modigliani, Miller, and Fisher’s World
Erik Olson, The Effect of Employee Ownership on Labor Supervision and Discipline

**The theory of the firm: Between Ontology and Politics**

Vincent Papin, Pouvoir, politique et sociodémocratie: une analyse perremoise du système et des firmes capitalistes
Julia Omot, Les théories politiques de la Fimme comme nouvelle ontologie des organisations
Bernard Baudry and Hervé Charmets, La naissance politique du firme capitalist – le modèle de l’entreprise organisée américaine
Marius Chevalier, Les coopératives entre rationalité située et rationalité formelle

**Economic Perspectives on the Arab World**

Bayaa Arthab, The Setback of Public Spending-Led Growth in A Rent-Based Open Economy: The Case of Algeria
Dr. Faqy Al Aqayyeb, The Economic Dimension of Arab Spring: Nature, Causes, and Consequences
Francisco Maldeos, Abdelhafid OTMANI, Dutch Disease Effects In Oil Producing Countries Of The Mena Region As A Process Of Homologation Of Levels Of Poverty
And The Subordinate Position Of These Countries In Relation To Capitalism
Abdessalem Goudar, le marché du travail en tunisie: tendances et perspectives

**Room C1203**

**IPPE Poverty Working Group**

Yannis Bassas, George Labrinidis, Thanasis Marialis, Aris Okonomou, Marianna Papadopoulou and Konstantinos Passas, The significance of absolute poverty approach in the Greek crisis
Adda Daoud, Impact of the 2008 financial crisis on child poverty in developing countries – a research proposal
Veronica Villarospe Reyes and Ana Patricia Sosa Ferreira, Fileld'sman's vision: Neoliberalism and poverty

**Capitalism in the Longer Run: Savings, Consumption, Debt and Structure**

Marc-Antoine Jamito, Increasing Income Inequalities And The Evolution Of The American Saving Rate
Bernhard Schütz and Jakob Kapeller, Household demand, income distribution and the sustainability of profit-led growth: Introducing conspicuous consumption in a (Post-)Keynesian model
Davide Guaitani, A break in the pattern of growth of the post war period

**Room B1301**

**Finance, Crisis and Development: Experiences and Responses**

Maria Cecilia Gómez and Agustín Alonso, Contagion of Financial Crises in the Last Twenty Years: The Argentinian Case
Jose Guadalupe, La impacte de la crise financière internationale sur l'économie au Québec
Alberto Belzaín, Mexican Agrarianism: Neoliberalism, Heterogeneity and Struggle
Denny Freire and Miguel Antonio Pinho Bruno, Labor demand in Brazil: advances and setbacks in the 2000s

**Stock-Flow Consistent Modeling 3: Theoretical Perspectives**

[Chair: Gennaro Zizza, Fr and Eng]
Pascal Schaeper, Agents hétérogènes et monnaie endogène dans un modèle SFC
Alessandro Caioli, Stefano Lucarelli and Antione Godin, Schumpeter In a matrix: a Stock Flow Consistent analysis of technological change
Tian Mouaket, A Minsky Crisis in a Stock-Flow Consistent Model
Ahmed Hamadache and Vincent Duquevaux, Prix pétrolers et déséquilibres internationaux avec l’apport dun modèle SFC

**Ontology and the Transformation of Economics 2**

Nuno Martins, The Nature of the Cambridge Heterodoxy
John Lawes, Mainstream Economics and Social Transformation
Maria De Grazia Mora, Political Economy and the ‘Modern View’ as reflected in the history of economic thought
Karolina Safarynska, Towards an evolutionary theory of the individual

**Perspectives on Rentierisation/Financialisation and the Financial Crisis**

Eugenia Comsa, The US Financial Crisis and Mexican Immigrant Entrepreneurs in the Mortgage Market
Aisal Parajoo, Organizing the Role of the Bonds Market, the New Mode of Exploitation in Decadent Rentier Capitalism
Robert Prasch, Too Big To Fail: The Political Economy of a Flawed Doctrine
Maria Soccaccio, The Metamorphosis of Advanced Capitalist Economies: From Rentierization to Financialization and the Macroeconomic Role of the State in Engineering the Collapse of Western Economies prior to the Financial Crisis

**Theatre J**

**Finance, Profit and Crisis 1 [WAPE]**

Andrew Kliman and Shannon Williams, Why “Financialization” Hasn’t Depressed U.S. Productive Investment
Robert Chermont and Bannar Fletcher, Profit Without Accumulation
Makoto Itoh, From the Subprime to the Sovereign Crisis, Why Keynesianism Does Not Work?

**Comment enseigner l’économie? [AFEPE]**

Nicolas Campy, Comment enseigner autrement la macro-économie?
Hervé Delvaux, Comment enseigner autrement la micro-économie?
Corinne Peraudin, Comment enseigner autrement les techniques quantitatives?

**Randomized controlled experiments, economics and social sciences [AFEPE - R&R 5]**

Jean Carter-Bresson, The power of positivism: The quest for monopoly of RCTs. An example with the governance agenda
Agathe Devaux-Spanakos, The naturalization of RCTs in France: story of the “experimental method”
Artur Jataite, About the “randomistas”
Agnès Labrousse, Experiments and development analysis by Elinor Ostrom and Esther Duflo: a methodological comparison

**Banking reform as a solution to the financial crisis**

Bernard Vallergas, Basel III and the strengthening of capital requirements: the obsolete mistake or Why it will happen again
Jan Tyszorek, On the Over-capitalisation of Banks
Daniel Oetze, New Instruments for Banking Regulation and Monetary Policy after the Crisis
Roland Maitl, L’assurance de la liquidité comme mal public mondial fait-il pour autant de la liquidité un ‘Bain Public Mondial’?

**Theatre K**

**Rencontre avec les Economistes Attérrrés : débat public et politiques alternatives**
7th July – 9:15 - 11:15

ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS

**Room B1201**

**Growth and Sustainable Development**
- Philippe Leqem and Cédric Durand, Regulation beyond growth
- João Medeiras, Against "Uncritical Ecologism": for a materialist environmental ethics
- Henrik_Ryden, Does the Popular Solow Model Bias Economic Analysis?
- Imene Behrouz, Economie politique et developpement durable, quel cadre theorique pour quel developpement durable?

**Gender, Structural Change and Conflict**
- Anna Fiset, Women and men's unemployment during economic crises: why are the gender gaps reducing, closing or reversing?
- Barbara Benedetti, En-gendering agrarian change in Andhra Pradesh
- Kade Finnoff, The Political Economy of Gender and War in Central Africa

**History of Economic Thought 5: Power, Markets and Democracy**
- Bemisa Lekhchuman, Praxis, market economy and society: a discussion from The livelihood of man
- Thomas Duermeier, Analysing Power Relations with the Theories of Amartya Sen and Pierre Bourdieu
- Shirene Sablani, Toqueville and the democrats, au fondement de la responsabilité sociale des industries
- Jérémie Mauzourat, Political economy of economics? Montchrestien or Cantillon?

**Heterodox Microeconomics Panel 2: Prices, Collective Action, and Value**
- Roy Rothstein, Money-Fx-Resistant and Price inflation: A Post Keynesian Perspective
- Matthieu Guerguel Larivère and Christine Erhle, Employment and Labour Market Institutions in Europe: a Reassessment using Multi-level Models
- Andrea Khrystov, Rapport salarial et intégration européenne: pistes de réflexion pour une mise à jour de l'analyse de la régulation
- Emmanuel Ruiz, Études exploratoires comparées de mouvements sociaux anti-capitalistes: les Indiens et les opposants au gaz et pétrole de schiste

**Marxist Perspectives and the Current Global Crisis**
- Arturo Guillen, Riff Hullings' Contributions To The Understanding Of Present Economic Global Crisis
- Andreas Zeitlin, Structure and Essence in Capital 1: extra surplus-value and the stages of capitalism
- Bulent Hoca, The US Hegemony, Dollar as World Money and the Current World Crisis: A New Approach

**Topics in Labour**
- Benjamin Dubrun, Les transformations récentes de la gestion des personnels publics sont-elles économiquement efficaces? Un éclairage économique néo-institutionnaliste
- Mathilde Guerguel Larivière and Christine Erhle, Employment and Labour Market Institutions in Europe: a Reassessment using Multi-level Models
- Andrea Khrystov, Rapport salarial et intégration européenne: pistes de réflexion pour une mise à jour de l'analyse de la régulation
- Emmanuel Ruiz, Études exploratoires comparées de mouvements sociaux anti-capitalistes: les Indiens et les opposants au gaz et pétrole de schiste

**Greek Crisis in Education**
- Alexander Kertesz, Radical Austerity and Conditional Loans: The Dynamics of Welfare State Reform in Greece and Ireland
- George Dourakis, Doli Deflation: The Specter of Living Fitcher Looming over Greece
- Christos Plets, Institutional-Structural Foundations of the Greek Debt Crisis
- Andriana Vlachou, Globalisation and Critique of Political Economy in the Light of the New Historical Critical Edition of the Writings of Marx and Engels

**Developments in the Marxist Theory of the Global**
- Paul Zarembka, Marxist Political Economy without Hegel: Contrasting Marx and Luxemburg to Plekhanov and Lenin
- Luca Pradella, Globalisation and Critique of Political Economy in the Light of the New Historical Critical Edition of the Writings of Marx and Engels
- Georg Heiss, Beyond the Ricardoan Framework: A Critique of Political Economy through Extending Value Theory at the Level of the World Market
- Victor Kasper, Jr., Unemployment and Accumulation: Unemployment Scenarios for the US the Labor in the Wake_Context of the Current Global Crisis

**Political Economy of Development**
- Mittunjoy Misra, Land, Corruption and Contestation - the political economy of India's recent growth experience
- Lorenzo Moroni, Labour struggles in a globalised Automotive sector: the case of Indian Maruti–Suzuki
- Lotta Takala-Greenish, Decline of the South African textiles and clothing sectors: exploring the role of policy, macroeconomic context and global factors
- Jyoti Saraswat, ‘Transnational Capitalist Class or Dot.compradors? Locating the Indian Software Business within the Global Capitalist System

**Accumulation, Regulation and Knowledge 2 [AFE: R&R 3]**
- Patrick O'Leary and Gabriel Collet, Territorial, non-tangible and new centralities of the rapport salarial
- Thomas Lamarche and Christian Dutreix, The Emergence of the Knowledge Sphere: An Infranational Territorialized Regulation
- Sandrine Michel, Rapport salarial and dispersions sociales en longue période: un soutien à la dynamique de l'accumulation à l'actuel conflit de régulation
- Antonella Corsini, Le rapport salarial dans le capitalisme cognitif néoliberal

**Banking and Regulation**
- Maryse Pahin, Dariela Magathules Pirates, The global financial crisis and the seventh stage of the evolution of the banking system
- Ana Rosa Ribera de Mendenza and Simone Dees, Facing the Crisis, Brazilian Central Bank and the Public Banking System as Miniskyan ‘Big Banks’
- Daniel Detzer, New Instruments for Banking Regulation and Monetary Policy after the Crisis
- Marc Parcheron, Concept de resserrement des banques: impact sur la pratique de l'intérêt

**Finance, Financialisation and Crisis**
- Petra Dankhaui, The effect of financialisation on labor’s share of income
- Ignacio Alvarez Perera, Financialization and wage growth: the case of France between 1980 and 2010
- Jongchul Kim, The Hybridity of Mediem Finance and the Financial Crisis of 2008
- Huyú Uru, Contagion of Financial Crises

**Finance, Profit and Crisis 2 [WAPE]**
- Alan Freeman, What causes booms?
- David Kats, The Current Crisis as a Hegel of a Crisis of Over-investement
- Hiroshi Oishi, We need A Structural Transformation, not Short-range Counter-cyclical Policies: Against Keynesianism, the Cause of Neoliberalism
- César Farhangi, Marxian theories of capitalist instability and the current crisis

**Labour and Neoliberalism**
- Svetlin Baraka, The Social, Economic And Ideological Impacts Of The Resistance Of Toiled Workers: A Research In The Context Of Transition To Precariat States
- Annek Belemk, De-subjectivization of Labor by Improving the Working Conditions On Global Value Chains
- Matteo Rizzo, The end of trade unionism as we know it? Informal workers’ quest for labour rights in neoliberal Tanzania, 1995-2011
- Pedro Henrique Evangelista Duarte, Structural unemployment in Brazil in the neoliberal era

**Economics and the Crisis: Discourse analyses and performativity 2**
- David Burkett, Changing the conversation: non-economists and the discourse of the crisis
- Stephan Pühlinger and Katrin Hete, Economists and Economies – Discourse Profiles of Economists in the Financial Crisis
- Jamie Marques Pereira, Joseph Halley and Philipp Legi, Toward a new economic governance of securitization integrator? the formation of a discourse
- Emmanuel Carri, ‘Learning against the wind’ versus ‘being neglect’ and the financial crisis: What do central bankers ‘speeches say’?

**Sectoral and Territorial Regolutions and Sustainable Development 2 [AFE - R&R 3]**
- Mathieu Fouassier, L’expansion de la production de la fibre sous-énergie au Bresil: régulations sectorielles et territoriales et possibilités de développement
- Pascal Greuze, From ‘Land tenure regime’ to ‘institutional arrangements’ of land-use: how have large-scale agricultural production units led social responsibility policies in Russia?
- Romain Debret, F.-D. Vivien and M. Nieddu, Green chemistry and biobased economy?
- Munir Malletier, Ecologie industrielle et développement territorial: Des dynamiques multiformes
7th July – 11:30 - 13:00

**ROOM PARALLEL SESSIONS**

**Theatre J**

- **Roundtable Discussion: Publishing in Heterodox Economics and Political Economy 1**
  - Fred Lee, American Journal of Economics and Sociology
  - Stephen Pratt, Cambridge Journal of Economics
  - Edward Fulbrook, Real World Economics Review
  - Sam Ashman, Historical Materialism
  - Jack Reardon, International Journal of Pluralism and Economics
  - Paul Zaremka, Research in Political Economy

**Room B1204**

- **Infrastructure (IIPPE: U&RWG)**
  - Seiko Krajima, Institutional formation or a new form of state intervention? Industry-academy partnerships for local-regional economic development in Japan
  - Judith Clifton, Daniel Diaz-Fuentes, Marcos Fernandez-Gutierrez and Julio Revuelta, Does Neo-classical economics work for European citizens? New evidence on public infrastructure services?

**Room B1208**

- **History of Economic Thought 6:**
  - Steven Precouv, Justice and History: The Big Problem of Willem Chambré
  - Edith Kuper, Women’s Economic Writing in Eighteenth Century Western Europe and the USA
  - Gary Mongion, Piacentini and the Cambridge Keynesians
  - Leonardo Fernando Bassio, Intellectual capital in classical theory

**Room C1203**

- **Networks and Governance**
  - Shami Tumult, Could the 2008 US Financial Crisis been avoided with Network Governance?
  - Anne Eydioux and Mathieu Bélaï, Rethinking the governance of activation policies and services in Europe: common trends and current pitfalls in the context of the crisis
  - John Roberts, Networks and Global Capital: How Management Theorists and Social Theorists Think Alike

**Room B1207**

- **The Global Economic Crisis**
  - Lorenzo Fusaro, World Market Crises and Hegemonic Transitions at International Level: Lessons From the Great Depression

- **Marxist Insights into the Turkish Socio-Economy**
  - Nuriy Enginy, Feminisation of Poverty and Public Policies in Turkey
  - Adam Yeskut, Transformation Of The Labour Process Of Journalists in Turkey
  - Sonay Bayramoglu and Naray Keskin, Decentralisation Process In Turkey

**Room C1202**

- **European (Dis)integration**
  - John Graf, Trevor Evans and Dominique Pihlön, The Unmaking of the European Union
  - Catherine Sfakias-Kapetasakia, The Monnet Method: European Monetary Union and Financial Globalization
  - Cedric Durand and Raimag Keucheyan, Bureaucratic Cesarism: Gramsci and the crisis of the 21st century

**Room C1206**

- **The Global Economy**
  - Alexis Izuyamova and John Vahaly, Trends in Capital vs. Labor Incomes Across the World: Marixian Perspective
  - Julien Verrouet, External Sector Liberalisation and Economic Trajectories: Russia Confronted to other Emerging Countries
  - Alexi Saliadjian and Marcelo Dias Carcachitza, Integration latino-americaine, dependance de la Chine et sous-imperialisme belsien en Amérique latine

- **New perspectives on distribution and growth: wage-led growth 1**
  - Eckhard Helm, Financialisation, the financial and economic crisis, and the requirements and potentials for wage-led recovery
  - Marc Lawless and Engelbert Stockhammer, Wage-led growth: Concept, theories and policies
  - Czirli Onaran, Is aggregate demand wage-led or profit-led? National and global effects

**Room C1201**

- **Distribution, cyclical growth and crises**
  - Michael Assous, Amitava Dutt, Kalecki’s theories of the business cycle: a simplified treatment
  - Servais Storm, Rolf Naastepad, The NEIRF and the financial crisis
  - Dary Lang, Amitava Dutt and Sébastien Charles, Long-term labour contracts, growth and income distribution

- **Ontology and the Transformation of Economics 3**
  - Jongchul Kim, The Ontology of Identity and the Development of Modern Ownership
  - Clive Lawson, Technology, Reconnection and Growth
  - Joao Medeiros, Ontology and Epistemology in Marx’s Capital

**Room B1302**

- **Financialization at the margins 1 [IIPPE Financialisation WG]**
  - Kako Nakajo, The WAEMU Zone Policy Mix
  - Srdjan Marovic-Roux and Marc Rouch, Multiple borrowing in urban areas of Morocco: too much financialization?
  - Hadrien Saiag, A peculiar financialization? On Rosario’s (Argentina) low income population savings and indebtedness practices

- **Marxist Political Economy 3 [WAPE]**
  - At Campbell and Entrepot Baker, Preliminary Considerations on the Rate of Profit in the Financial Sector
  - John Smith, Imperialism and the Law of Value
  - Pratam Singh, Alternative economic perspectives on the sustainability implications of the global economic crisis and the spatial shift in the global economy

**Room C1306**

- **Crisis and Development**
  - Yorca Guterre, The Global Economic Crisis and its Effects on the Developing Countries: Why Some Are More Vulnerable Than the Others?
  - Remy Hebera, La Crise systémique actuelle et ses effets sur les pays en développement
  - Ozgur Ozturk, The Search for a New Development Model: Global Crisis and the Turkish Economy

**Room B1308**

- **Monetary Theory and Policy 2**
  - Guillaume Lequeux and Nedimee Roudaut, Is unconventional monetary policy conflicting with the Central Bank independence?
  - Jean-Francois Ponsot, Why money matters? The Swiss case
  - Alicia Giron and Marcos Fernandez-Gutierrez, European Crisis, Sovereign Debts and Bankruptcies: Lessons from Latin America

**Room B1306**

- **Sectoral and Territorial Regulations and Sustainable Development 3 [AFEP - R&R 3-2]**
  - Anne Munson and Fabien Candau, Attractiveness entrepreneurial and development durable, propositions for an indicator
  - Pierre Le Masne, Mûre de la nature dans la production et production soutenable
  - Vanessa Cassatella, Système National d’innovation du Sud et développement durable. Présentation du Système National de Construction de Compétences

**Room B1301**

- **Joinied networks “GDR DREAM “Euro-Mediterranean Economic Network”/ GDRE Money Banking and Finance” session**
  - Mouhoub et Mouhoud, The Political Economy of Arab Revolutions
  - Jean-Bernard Chatelain, The Failure of Financial Macroeconomics
  - and What to do about it
7th July – 14:00 - 15:30

**Theatre J**

**Room B1204**

**Roundtable Discussion: Publishing in Heterodox Economics and Political Economy 2**

Steve Pressman, Review of Political Economy
Tim Kozichin, Review of Radical Political Economics
Jayati Ghosh, World Economics Journal, IDEAS
Xiaoqing Ding, World Review of Political Economy
Agnès Labrousse, Regulation Review - Revue de la Régulation
Robert Mcmaster, Review of Social Economy
Julian Wells, Capital and Class

**Neighbourhood Struggles [IIPPE: U&RWG]**

Hadi Taktimi, Dynamics of contentious urban politics in Istanbul: the case of Süleymaniye Urban Renewal Area
Ozlem Celebi, The relation of differentiated state strategies to neighbourhood resistance
Eleni Triantafyllopoulou and John Sayas, Neighbourhoods fighting crisis in Athens

**Room C1203**

**The Class Structure of Capitalism**

Haruki Hanapi and Edithra Diaper and E. Oje, Middle Class or in the middle of a Class?
Daniele Taverni, Capitalists, Workers, and Managers
Ludmila Alli, Does the new Brazilian middle class go to heaven?

**Room B1207**

**Marxian Exploitation**

Peter Flachot, Marxian Exploitation in a Baseline Model of Classical Competition
Klaus Hagendorf, The Labour Theory of Value: A Marginal Analysis
José Paulo Guedes Pinto and Eléonore Prado, Position and De-measure of Value

**Room C1202**

**Agriculture and Development**

Luca Tascetti, Lorenzo Pellegrini, Crop Diversification, Dietary Diversity and Agricultural Income: Empirical Evidence from a Sample of Developing Countries
Neda Trifkovic, Henrik Hansen, Socio-Economic Outcomes of Food Standards: Evidence from Vietnam
Rinku Pujari, Ibziq Reza Fachnamah, Aznaw, Application of Heterodox Economics Theory: Farmeconomics and Farmepreneurship Role in Generating income Distribution

**Room B1301**

**The Global Economic Crisis**

Ange Assenoh, The Achilles Heel Of The Mainstream Three Leading Explanations Of The Financial Crisis And A Postkeynesian Alternative
Robert Guttman, The heterodox notions of crisis

**Room C1206**

**Institutional theories of the Firm**

Gaëtan Pisa, L’Institutionnalisation de l’entreprise, commun pour une théorie de l’entreprise comme organisation et comme institution
Christopher Lamont, Les patrons allemands et la finance: le modèle de reproduction et les pratiques ont-ils évolué ?
Hiko Yokita, La diversité des stratégies de l’innovation entre firmes japonaises: l’approche de << Hétérogénéité des entreprises >>
El Mouhoub M’hamoud, Relocalisation et réindustrialisation de l’économie: déterminants, amouple et forces à l’œuvre

**Room B1307**

**New perspectives on distribution and growth: wage-led growth 2**

Engelbert Stockhammer, Why have wage shares fallen? A panel analysis of the determinants of functional income
Till van Treeck, Income inequality as a cause of the Great Recession – a survey of current debates
Olivier Allain, Growth, Income distribution and autonomous public expenditures

**Room C1304**

**Stock-Flow Consistent Modeling 4: Applied Analysis**

[Chair: Jacques Mazer, Eng]

Stephan Kinsel, Stephen-Tagla Alli, Simulating the impact of austerity on the irish economy using a stock-flow consistent model
Antoine Godin, Green Jobs for full employment, a Stock Flow Consistent analysis

**Room C1305**

**Ontology and the Transformation of Economics 4**

Masahiko Kato, Discussions of the nature of Wealth
David Tufte, The Economics of Science - A case study in the Contribution of Ontology
George Liapouras, On some limits to ‘population thinking’ in economics

**Room B1302**

**Financialization at the margins 2 [IIPPE Financialisation WG]**

Isabelle Guérin, Financialisation at the margins and households’ over-indebtedness: The fallacy of financial education
Solene Morent-Roux, Bouquet and Rodriguez-Solís, Labour arrangements and financial inclusion of agricultural workers in a dynamic agricultural region in Mexico: Exploring the Linkages

**Room C1306**

**Heterodox Perspectives on Financialisation**

Mary Robertson, Housing and financialisation: the role of the state
Daniele Tavani, Luigi Ventimiglia, The spread as “an engine for reforms”

Eugenia Pires, The Financialization of Migrant Remittances

**Room C1305**

**The Changing Shape of Academia**

David Atkinson, Toddsom Filton, The Academic Contract - From “Merely A Metaphor” To Technology
Soko Kajima, Institutional Formation or a New Form of State intervention? Industry-Academy Partnerships for Local/Regional Economic Development
David Flache, Hugo Harari-Kemädic and Leonard Moulin, Marchandisation de l’enseignement supérieur : enjeux et perspectives

**Room B1308**

**North-America in Crisis**

Giovana Verge and Alvin Luna, The Financialisation in the CEMEX’s crisis
Mariana Almeida, The Bearable Nature of North American Crises
Victor Kasper and Tamara Apostolou, Interactions between the productive sector and financial sector in the US economy: An Assessment of the financial crisis 2007-2010 using a Manost Macroeconomic Simulation Model

**Room B1204**

**Roundtable Discussion: Publishing in Heterodox Economics and Political Economy 2**

Steve Pressman, Review of Political Economy
Tim Kozichin, Review of Radical Political Economics
Jayati Ghosh, World Economics Journal, IDEAS
Xiaoqing Ding, World Review of Political Economy
Agnès Labrousse, Regulation Review - Revue de la Régulation
Robert Mcmaster, Review of Social Economy
Julian Wells, Capital and Class

**Neighbourhood Struggles [IIPPE: U&RWG]**

Hadi Taktimi, Dynamics of contentious urban politics in Istanbul: the case of Süleymaniye Urban Renewal Area
Ozlem Celebi, The relation of differentiated state strategies to neighbourhood resistance
Eleni Triantafyllopoulou and John Sayas, Neighbourhoods fighting crisis in Athens